question
Who is the author of Some Writer! The
Story of E.B. White?
What was E.B. White’s official birth
name?
What were E.B. White’s parents names?
What were E.B. White’s siblings’ names?
What did E.B. white compare the
essential goodness of the published
word?
What was the name of the family dog
when E.B. (Elwyn) was a boy?
Where did E.B. (Elwyn) White live when
he was a young boy?
Where did the White family visit for
vacations when E.B. (Elwyn) was a boy?
What brand of manual typewriter did
E.B. White use?
What was E.B. White’s birth date?
What were E.B. White’s lucky numbers?
What was E.B. White called for short
when he was a boy?
Why did the White family call Stanley
White ‘Bun’?
How old was En Wight when his brother
Stan (Bun) taught him to read?
What did En Wight’s father make him do
when he came to a word he didn’t know
when he was reading the New York
Times?
What did all six of the White children
do when their dad recited limericks at
the dinner table?
What did Jessie White (the mom) love
to do?

answer
Melissa Sweet

page
cover

Elwyn Brooks White

5

Samuel and Jessie White
Lillian, Albert, Stanley, Marion, and
Clara
The smell of leaf mold

6
6

Beppo

8

Mount Vernon, New York

8

Belgrade Lakes, Maine

9

Corona

10

July 11, 1899
Seven and eleven
En

12
12
12

He could wiggle his nose like a bunny

12

five

12

Look it up in Webster’s Dictionary

12

Tried to finish the last line.

12

Work in her garden and raise baby
chicks

12

7

What did Elwyn White accidentally say
on stage when he was trying to recite
the words, ‘footprints on the sands of
time’ from a Longfellow poem?
What did En White decide after he
goofed up on the stage trying to recite
a Longfellow poem?
What was the name of En White’s dog
who walked him home from school every
day?
What was En White allergic to?
What did En White’s father, Samuel, do
for work?
What kinds of musical instruments did
the White family have in their parlor at
101 Summit Avenue?
Where did the White family stay along
Belgrade Lakes in Maine?
What is a skiff?
Why was it ironic that the White’s
homemade skiff (boat) was named
Jessie, after the mom?
What kind of soda did Mr. White buy at
Bean’s store in Snug Harbor?
What was Mr. White wrong about in
regard to popular sodas?
Why did En White prefer the word
‘journal’ to diary?
What did En White’s father give him for
his 11th birthday?
What was the name of En White’s friend
his family invited with them to vacation
in Maine?
How big was the skiff, Jessie, built by
Albert and Stan?
What university did Al and Stan White
graduate from?
What college did Lillian White attend?

Tands of sime

15

Never to go on stage again.

15

Mac

16

Pollens and dust
He worked at a piano company on 5th
Avenue in Manhattan
Violins, cellos, mandolins, guitars,
banjos, and drums

16
18

Snug Harbor

20

A boat
She couldn’t swim and hated the water

21
21

Moxie soda

22

He thought Coca-Cola would never be
as popular as Moxie soda
He thought it sounded more writerly

22

A green wood-and-canvas Old Town
canoe
Freddie Schuler

24

Sixteen feet

29

Cornell University

32

Vassar College

32

18

22

25

What trick could En White do on his
bicycle?
How di young En White feel about girls?
How did En Wight like to sign his poems,
stories, and letters to his siblings?
What publication awarded En White his
first literary prize for a poem he wrote
for his brother, Albert?
What was the name of the monthly
magazine for young readers that En
Wight sent his stories to?
What future famous writers were
members of the St. Nicholas League,
along with En Wight?
What was the name of En White’s friend
who noticed that most of the stories in
St. Nicholas that won contests were
about being kind to animals?
What was the name of the story En
Wight wrote about a dog and woodland
animals that he won a silver badge for in
St. Nicholas?
What was the name of the story En
White wrote about his dog, Beppo, that
he won the gold medal from St. Nicholas
for?
What was the word puzzle En Wight had
published in St. Nicholas called?
What was the name of En White’s high
school newspaper that he wrote for?
What war began while En White was in
high school?
How much was the yearly tuition to
Cornell University in 1917?
Why wasn’t En White able to join the
army and fight in World War I?
What was the name of the girl En White
ice skated with on iced ponds?

Ride it backwards while sitting on the
handlebars.
They terrified him.
Sir Elwyn White or ‘Buttercup’

32

Woman’s Home Companion

32

St. Nicholas

33

Edna St. Vincent Millay, William
Faulkner, Eudora Welty, and Rachel
Carson
E. Barrett Brady

34

A Winter Walk

34

A True Dog Story

34

Cross-Word Enigma

35

Oracle

35

World War I

35

One hundred dollars a year

35

He didn’t weigh enough.

36

Mildred Hesse

37

32
32

34

Where is Cornell University located?
What lake is in Ithaca, New York?
What did En White’s classmates’
nickname him when he attended Cornell
University?
What was the name of Cornell
University’s first president?
At which Cornell University professor’s
house did Andy White and other
students meet for cocoa and chess?
Who had a Manuscript Club at Cornell
University that Andy joined?
What did Professor Strunk at Cornell
University teach Andy White to do?
What book, written by Henry David
Thoreau, did Andy White fall in love
with?
What was the name of the Cornell
University school newspaper that Andy
White wrote for?
Why was Andy White excused from his
English class at Cornell University?
What subject did Professor George
Lincoln Burr teach to Andy White?
When tyrants reign, what do societies
sacrifice?
What did a new Cornell student refuse
to wear that was a tradition created by
the upperclassmen?
What was the name of the camp where
Andy White got a job as a counselor
after graduating from Cornell
University?
What was the name of Andy White’s
friend who worked with him at Camp
Otter in Canada?
What kind of car did Andy White buy
for $400?

Ithaca, New York
Lake Cayuga
Andy - after Cornell’s first president,
Andrew Dickson White

40
40
40

Andrew Dickson White

40

Professor Adams

40

Professor Sampson

40

Omit needless words

40

Walden

40

The Cornell Sun

40

He became editor of the Sun and it
took up a lot of his time.
Medieval History

40

freedom

42

A freshman cap

42

Camp Otter in Canada

43

Howard ‘Cush’ Cushman

43

A Model T roadster

45

42

What did Andy White name his Model T
roadster?
How much did Andy White earn as a
reporter at the Seattle Times?
Where did Andy sail to on a ship after
he was laid off from the Seattle Times?
What job did Andy White do in
Manhattan?
What was the name of the artist who
illustrated the first cover of the New
Yorker in 1925?
What was the name of the news column
in New York World?
Where did Andy White live during the
summer of 1926 with three Cornell
classmates?
What was the name of the publisher of
the New Yorker that first noticed
Andy’s writing?
What was the name of the fiction editor
that first noticed Andy White’s writing?
What cruise line did one of Andy’s
roommates make a promotional movie for
in 1926?
What did Andy earn in exchange for
writing a movie script for Cunard cruise
line?
What was the name of Andy White’s
(E.B.W.) poem in the New York World?
Who convinced Andy White to work for
The New Yorker?
Who did Andy White share an office
with at The New Yorker?
What did Andy White do whenever
someone came to The New Yorker
offices to meet E.B. White?

Hotspur

45

$40 a week

49

Alaska and Siberia

49

advertising

49

Rea Irvin

50

The Conning Tower

51

In an apartment in Greenwich Village

51

Harold Ross

51

Katharine Sergeant Angell

51

Cunard cruise line

52

$45 a week and a cruise trip to Europe

52

For Things That Are a Part of Me

53

Harold Ross

55

James Thurber

55

He snuck out the fire escape and hid
in Schraff’s restaurant until they went
away.

55

What was Andy White’s job at The New Writing captions for cartoons, short
Yorker?
articles on current evens (Comments)
and Newsbreaks (humorous column
fillers)
What did the Newsbreaks make fun of? Errors and typos in other magazines
and newspapers
What was the punch line following a
A snapper
Newsbreak called?
What did Andy White once dream about A fully dressed mouse with a hat and
when he fell asleep on a train coming
cane
home from Virginia?
What did Andy White name the mouse
Stuart
he first dreamed about, and then wrote
about?
Who did Andy White fall in love with and Katharine Sergeant Angell
eventually marry, after she got
divorced?
What were the names of Katharine
Roger and Nancy
Sergeant Angell’s two children from her
first marriage?
What did James Thurber give to Andy A dog named Daisy
and Katharine White as a wedding
present?
Where was Katharine Sergeant Angell
Boston, Massachusetts
born and raised?
What college did Katharine Sergeant
Bryn Mawr College
Angell graduate from?
What was the name of the poem Andy
Natural History
wrote for his wife, Katharine, from
Ontario in 1929?
What did Andy and Katharine name the Joel ‘Joe’ McCoun White
son they had in December?
What is a pram?
A baby stroller
What was the name of the period in
The Great Depression
American History when many people lost
their homes and businesses and couldn’t
find work?
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60

60

60

61
61
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What kind of car did the Whites drive
when Andy and Katharine took their kids
(Roger, Nancy, and Joel) on vacation in
Maine?
What was the name of the small cove
the White family anchored in where
they saw a barn?
How much did the White family pay for
the farm and 40 acres of land in Blue
Hill Bay, Maine?
What book was inspired by the White’s
family farm in Blue Hill Bay, Maine?
What did Andy write was the hope he
saw for the world in an article about the
Great Depression?
What was an editorial policy at the New
Yorker that Andy White disliked?
What magazine asked Andy White to
write essays from Maine in a column
called One Man’s Meat?
What was the name of Joel’s first boat
that Andy built for him?
What kind of boat did Andy build for
Joel?
What was the name of Joel White’s dog
that he taught to pull a berry basket?
What kind of dog was Raffles?
What was one of the things Katharine
did at The New Yorker?
What was the name of the naturalist
who wrote books Andy White loved to
read about animals in Maine?
What was one of the few children’s
books Andy White did not think was dull
when he was an adult?
What was Dr. Seuss’s real name?

A Buick sedan

65

Blue Hill Bay

65

$11,000

65

Charlotte’s Web

65

To simplify life

69

Have to write from the point of view
of ‘we’
Harper’s Magazine

69

Flounder

69

A flag-bottomed scow

69

Raffles

70

A wire-haired fox terrier
Reviewed children’s books for a column
called Children’s Shelf.
William J. Long

70
73

The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins
by Dr. Seuss

73

Theodor Geisel

74

69

73

Who did Theodor Geisel send Andy
Anne Carroll More, a book reviewer
White’s essay about children’s books to? and children’s librarian at the New
York Public Library on 5th Avenue.
What is famous about the5th Avenue
It has famous statues of two lions
branch of the New York Public Library? sitting out front
Who did Andy White send his unfinished Eugene ‘Gene’ Saxton, his editor at
manuscript of Stuart Little?
Harper and Brothers
What did Andy White say when people
I would rather wait a year than publish
nagged him to publish Stuart Little?
a bad children’s book, as I have too
much respect for children.
What was the name of Andy White’s
Ursula Nordstrom
new editor at Harper and Brothers, who
he submitted his Stuart Little
manuscript to?
Who was the illustrator of Winnie the
E. H. Shepard
Pooh?
Who was the illustrator of The Story of Robert Lawson
Ferdinand?
Why were five illustrators rejected
Their mice looked too much like Mickey
when they submitted their drawings of Mouse
Stuart Little?
Who was the illustrator for Stuart
Garth Williams
Little, suggested by Andy White?
What pictures did E.B. White send to
Schooners sailing
Garth Williams to use as references?
What was the name of Stuart Little’s
The Wasp
boat?
Why didn’t Andy White like the word
He said that no book was a classic
‘classic’ to describe his book, Stuart
before generations of readers proved
Little?
it to be.
What bothered Ursula Nordstrom about The idea of a mouse being born to
Stuart Little?
humans
What did Andy’s Boss, Harold Ross, tell That he was adopted, not born, to the
him he should have said about Stuart
Little family
Little’s birth?
What did the librarian, Frances Clarke
NOT RECOMMENDED FOR
Sayers, stamp on Stuart White?
PURCHASE BY EXPERT
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What did Andy White say about the
difference between how adults, like
librarians, felt about Stuart Little, and
how children felt about the book?
What did Andy White give to Ursula
after she told him that Stuart Little
had sold a hundred thousand copies?
In later editions of Stuart Little, how
did E.B. White change the wording about
Stuart Little’s birth?
What was the name of the dog Andy
White wrote the most about?
What was the name of Andy & Katherine
White’s handyman at their farm?
Where did Andy White bury his dog,
Fred, when he died at the age of
thirteen?
What did Andy White do with a spider
egg sac he saw a spider spin and lay eggs
into?
What did the hundred of tiny baby
spiders do when Andy White saw them
hatch out of the egg sac.
What kind of scientist came from the
Museum of Natural History and
identified the spiders Andy White saw
hatch?
What kind of spider spun the egg sac
and laid the eggs that Andy White saw
hatch?
Where does the Aranea cavatica spider
like to live?
Who was Andy White’s publisher in 1949
who he told about Charlotte’s Web?
What was the spider, Charlotte’s, full
name?

Children can sail easily over the fence
that separates reality from makebelieve...a fence that can throw a
librarian is nothing to a child.
A jar of caviar - a hundred thousand
sturgeon eggs

89

He changed it to Stuart arrived,
rather than born.

89

Fred

93

Lennie

94

Next to one of their pigs that had
died after being sick.

95

He put it in a candy box and brought it
with him to New York.

98

They spun lines and attached them
from the box to things like his mirror,
comb, and brush.
An entomologist

98

Aranea cavatica

98

In shady places in houses and barns in
northern New England
Cass Canfield

98
100

Charlotte A. Cavatica

100

89

98

What did Charlotte tell Wilbur about
her husband because Andy White
learned that some male species of
spiders dance?
What is special about A. cavatica’s egg
sacs?
Why did Andy write five more chapters
in Charlotte’s Web after he finished
the first draft in 1951?
What is the first line in Charlotte’s
Web?
How did Ursula Nordstrom want the
second-to-last chapter of Charlotte’s
Web to be changed?
Who did Garth Williams, the illustrator
of Charlotte’s Web, base his drawings of
Fern on?
What famous painting inspire Garth
Williams’ drawing of Charlotte?
What did Andy White add to Garth
Williams’s drawing of Charlotte?
In what year was Charlotte’s Web
released?
What did Andy White remind the
director of the movie version of
Charlotte’s Web?
What is the name of the rat in
Charlotte’s Web?
What award did Charlotte’s Web win?
Why did it take Andy White seventeen
takes to read and record the ‘Last Day’
chapter of Charlotte’s Web for the
audiobook?
What was special about Andy White’s
boathouse in Maine where he did his
writing?

He was some dancer.

100

They’re waterproof

100

To give Fern more importance

101

Where’s Papa going with that ax?

101

From ‘The Death of Charlotte’ to ‘Last
Day’

108

His own daughter, Fiona

108

The Mona Lisa

110

Two eyes and three hairs

110
1952

110

The film should be a paean to life, a
hymn to the barn, an acceptance of
dung.
Templeton

113

The Newbery Honor
He kept crying

113
113

It was the same size and dimensions as
the cabin where Henry David Thoreau
wrote Walden.

115

113

What did one of Andy White’s
classmates from Cornell University send
him that was written by one of his
English professors?
What did Will Strunk encourage writers
to be in their writing?
What did Macmillan editor, Jack Case,
want Andy White to write an
introduction essay for?
How did Andy White conclude the
Elements of Style by Strunk and White?
What do you do to form the possessive
singular of a noun?
According to the rule of composition,
what does writing need to follow in
order to be effective?
What did Andy White tell writers NOT
to do with exclamation marks?
What word is commonly misused in place
of the conjunction, ‘as’?
What did the Newbery honoree, poet
Joyce Sidman, say would be the recipe
for good poetry?
What was the name of Andy White’s
poem that was an example of the proper
use of the word ‘which’?
What is the name of Joyce Sidman’s
poem that is an example of the proper
use of the word ‘which’?
Who wrote the book of poetry entitled,
Dark Emperor and Other Poems of the
Night?
What rule did Newbery medalist, Paul
Fleishman, have carved deep in memory?
What did Newbery medalist, Paul
Fleishman say about qualifier words
(rather, very, little, pretty)

The Elements of Style by Will Strunk

115

Clear, brief, and bold

115

A revised Elements of Style by Strunk
and White

115

An Approach to Style - advice he
learned as a writer
Add ‘s (apostrophe s)

115

The thoughts of the writer, but not
necessarily the order in which the
thoughts occur.
Emphasizing simple statements with
them….they’re only to be used for true
exclamations or commands.
like

118

Writing with nouns and verbs

118

A Story of a Little Mouse

119

Bat Wraps Up

119

Joyce Sidwell

121

Avoid the use of qualifiers (rather,
very, little, pretty)
These are the leeches that infest the
pond of prose, sucking the blood of
words.

121

118

118
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Who is the author of Seedfolks?
Paul Fleishman
What did E.B. White say about revising? It’s part of writing, and if writing
needs stirring up, scissors should be
brought into play.
What did E.B. White tell Jack Case he
How to end a sentence with five
wanted to demonstrate in his next
prepositions.
grammar book?
What was the article in the New York
Trumpeter swans
Times about that gave Andy an idea for
a story in 1968?
What is the name of the main
Louis
character, a trumpeter swan, that is
born without a voice in the book,
Trumpet of the Swans?
Who was the main character, Louis,
The jazz trumpeter Louis Armstrong
named for?
What kind of family did Andy White
swans
learn was living on Bird Lake at the
Philadelphia Zoo?
What is the nickname for Philadelphia? Philly
What did Andy’s friend, Cush, call Andy Ho and Hum
and himself?
What is a male swan called?
A cob
What is a female swan called?
A pen
What is a baby swan called?
A cygnet
What kinds of paintings did John James birds
Audubon paint?
What did the cygnet, Louis, order from Twelve watercress sandwiches
room service when he stayed in the Ritz
Hotel?
What is the largest of American
The Trumpeter Swan
waterfowl?
Why couldn’t Garth Williams illustrate
He was living in Mexico and too far
Trumpet of the Swan?
away to do the art in time.
Who illustrated Trumpet of the Swan? Edward Frascino
Who did Andy ask to do a watercolor
Dorothy B. Hayes
sketch of a trumpeter swan pulling on a
boy’s shoelace for the book cover?
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How did Andy White describe the story A story of friendship, life, death, and
of Charlotte’s Web?
salvation
How did Andy White describe the story The story of a quest for beauty.
of Stuart Little?
How did Andy White describe the story It’s a story of love between Louis and
of Trumpet of the Swans?
his wife, and between fathers and sons

130

What was the name of the wife of the
trumpeter swan, Louis in Trumpet of the
Swan?
How did Andy White say the old cob in
Trumpet of the Swan was like his own
father, Samuel White?

Serena

130

Samuel White (Andy’s father) was
quite a talker and didn’t hesitate to
say in 20 words what could be said in
six.
Foxes, otters, skunks, and lead pellets
on the bottom of the ponds that were
poisonous
John Updike

130

He got sprayed by a skunk

131

Four clothespins and a cigarette box

132

She couldn’t stand hysterics

132

The Philadelphia Orchestra

132

He always saw himself as nineteen

135

He sailed his sloop, Fern

135

What dangers did the swans have to
guard against in the pond?
What famous author wrote a review of
The Trumpet of the Swan?
What happened to the director of Camp
Kookooskoos in The Trumpet of the
Swan?
What did Stuart Little’s parents use to
make a bed for him?
What did Charlotte say when Wilbur
squealed that he didn’t want to die?
What famous group set The Trumpet of
the Swan to music?
Why didn’t Andy White worry about old
age?
What did Andy do when he wanted some
fun instead of writing?
What did Joel White do for work?

He was a naval architect and ran a
boatyard
What was the name of the 20 foot sloop Martha, named after his
he build for his dad?
granddaughter
How did Katharine White die in 1977?
Heart failure
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What did Katharine White’s family read
aloud at her funeral service?
What did Andy White do after his wife,
Katharine, died?
Who worked with Andy White to finish
the project he and his wife, Katharine,
started - editing letters E.B. White had
written?
What was the collection of the tens of
thousands of letters E.B. White had
written made into?
Where was Joel White’s Brooklin Boat
Yard?
What did Andy White do for his 81st
birthday?
What kind of animal followed Andy
White when he was 84 years old and
riding on his 3-speed Raleigh bike?
How many Newsbreaks had E.B. White
written at the time he resigned from
The New Yorker in 1982?
What was Andy White diagnosed with in
his eighties?
What was the name of Roger Angell,
Andy White’s stepson’s memoir called?
What expression is used in Maine to
describe E.B. White’s writing?
What did Jill Krementz take a photo of
E.B. White doing in 1976 at the White
farm?
On what date did E.B. White die?
How old was E.B. White when he died?
What did Roger Angell, Andy White’s
stepson, say at his funeral that
described how he felt about crowds and
social gatherings?
What did E.B. White believe was a
writer’s obligation?

Andy White’s poem for her, Natural
History
He planted an oak tree at her
gravesite.
Dorothy Lobrano Guth

137

A book, Letters of E.B. White, that
was like an autobiography

137

In Center Harbor, Maine

138

He borrowed a canoe and went to
Belgrade Lakes.
A coyote

139

More than 30,000

140

dementia

140

Let Me Finish

140

The finest kind

140

Swinging on the rope swing he
described in Charlotte’s Web

142

1-Oct-85
eighty-six
If Andy White could be with use today
he would not be with us today.

To transmit, as best he can, his love of
life, his appreciation for the world.
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What did E.B. White prefer to read?
What did Andy White say about writing
for children?

Farm journals and boating magazines
Anyone who writes down to children is
simply wasting his time; you have to
write up, not down.
How did Ben DeMott describe the sound music
of E.B. White’s words?
What did a lot of readers of Stuart
If Stuart Little ever found Margalo
Little want to know at the end?
Why did some people get blacklisted in They refused to answer questions
1947, during the McCarthy era?
about their loyalty or political beliefs.
What did E.B. White write to the New I am a party of one...it is not a crime
York Herald Tribune during the
to believe anything at all in America.
McCarthy era?
What is the expression sailors have
The weather is a great bluffer.
about the weather?
What advice did E.B. White give to
Be tidy. Be brave. Walk, don’t run.
chicken owners in his introduction to A
Basic Chicken Guide for the Small Flock
Owner?
What did Martha White, E.B. White’s
Ride on a train, visit Belgrade Lakes,
granddaughter, suggest that people do if sail or paddle in a boat, and read
they wanted to get to know him?
anything he wrote.
What was demolished in New York City The Croton Reservoir
to make room for the New York Public
Library?
What was the name of Katharine
A Discovery
Sergeant’s essay she wrote for St.
Nicholas magazine that earned her a
Silver Badge?
How old was Edna St. Vincent Millay
twelve
when her poem was published in St.
Nicholas magazine in 1904?
How old was William Faulkner when he
fourteen
had his drawing published in St. Nicholas
Magazine in 1910?
Who is the Newbery Medal named
The bookseller, John Newbery
after?
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What is the Newbery Medal award for
each year?
What was the name of the essay
written by Rachel Carson and published
in St. Nicholas magazine about a day of
bird watching?
What was the name of the first book
E.B. ever published, in 1929?
What is the name of the parody on
relationships written in 1929 by E.B.
White and James Thurber?
What was Andy and Katharine’s son, Joel
McCoun White’s, birthdate?
Who illustrated the Newsbreaks in The
New Yorker?
What did Andy White do only once for
The New Yorker in 1932?
In what year did Andy White’s father,
Samuel, die?
In what year did Andy White’s mother,
Jessie, die?
What was the name of the two essays
E.B. White published in 1936 as a tribute
to the Model T and to traveling the
back roads of America?
Who was the Caldecott Medal named
after?
What is the name of the annual award
given to the artist for the most
distinguished picture book for children?
In what year was the final issue of St.
Nicholas magazine published?
In what year did World War II end?
What idea did E.B. White discuss in his
book The Wild Flag, in 1946 that he told
his brother, Stan, would establish him as
a thinker?

The most distinguished contribution to
American literature for children.
My Favorite Recreation
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The Lady is Cold - a collection of poems

162

Is Sex Necessary?

162

21-Dec-30

160

162

Otto Soglow

162

He painted the cover

163
1935

163

1936

163

Farewell to the Model T

163

The illustrator Randolph Caldecott

164

The Caldecott Medal

164

A world government

1943

165

1945

165
165

From what colleges did E.B. White
receive honorary degrees in 1948?
What college awarded E.B. White an
honorary degree in 1950?
Who is the author of The Best of Archy
and Mehitabel?
In what year did Harold Ross die?
What college awarded E.B. White an
honorary degree in 1952?
What award did E.B. White win in 1953
for Charlotte’s Web?
What colleges awarded E.B. White
honorary degrees in 1953?
What did Rachel Carson ask E.B. White
to write about in 1958?
What book did Rachel Carson write in
1959?
In what year did James Thurber die?
What did President John F. Kennedy
award E.B. White in 1963?
Who wrote President John F. Kennedy’s
obituary for the New Yorker after he
was assassinated in 1963?
Who presented E.B. White the
Presidential Medal of Freedom, since
President Kennedy had been killed?
What award honors authors or
illustrators whose books have made a
lasting contribution to literature for
children, which E.B. White won in 1970?
What award did E.B. White earn in 1971?
What was E.B. White elected to in
1973?
What was the name of Katharine
Sergeant White’s only book?

Dartmouth College, the University of
Maine, and Yale University
Bowdoin College

166

Don Marquis

166
1951

166

Hamilton College

166
168

The Newbery Honor

168

Harvard University and Colby College

168

The danger of pesticides on the
environment.
Silent Spring

168

1961
The Presidential Medal of Freedom

168
168

E.B. White

168

Maine senator, Edmund Muskie

170

The Laura Ingalls Wilder Award

170

The National Medal for Literature
The American Academy of Arts and
Letters
Onward and Upward in the Garden - a
collection of essays and journals
originally published in the New Yorker.

170
170

158
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What award did E.B. White win in 1978? The Pulitzer Price special citation for
letters

171

